
FREE QUASITOPOLOGICAL GROUPS

JEREMY BRAZAS AND SARAH EMERY

Abstract. In this paper, we study the topological structure of a univer-

sal construction related to quasitopological groups: the free quasitopological

group FqpXq on a space X. We show that free quasitopological groups may
be constructed directly as quotient spaces of free semitopological monoids,

which are themselves constructed by iterating product spaces equipped with

the “cross topology.” Using this explicit description of FqpXq, we show that
for any T1 space X, FqpXq is the direct limit of closed subspaces FqpXqn

of words of length at most n. We also prove that the natural map in :
šn

i“0pX \ X´1qbi Ñ FqpXqn is quotient for all n ě 0. Equipped with this
convenient characterization of the topology of free quasitopological groups, we

show, among other things, that a subspace Y Ď X is closed if and only if

the inclusion Y Ñ X induces a closed embedding FqpY q Ñ FqpXq of free
quasitopological groups.

1. Introduction

A quasitopological group is a group G with a topology such that inverse g ÞÑ g´1

is continuous and such that the group operation GˆGÑ G is continuous in each
variable. The second condition is equivalent to the translations g ÞÑ gh and g ÞÑ hg
being homeomorphisms for every h P G. Certainly, every topological group is a
quasitopological group. A famous theorem of R. Ellis [7] (see also [1, Theorem
2.3.12]) states that every locally compact Hausdorff quasitopological group is a
topological group. However, there are many important quasitopological groups,
which are not topological groups, including homeomorphism groups HomeopXq
and certain topologized homotopy groups [2].

In this paper, we study universal quasitopological groups, which are, in a sense,
as far from being a topological group as possible, namely “free quasitopological
groups.” The free quasitopological group on a space X is a quasitopological group
FqpXq equipped with a map σ : X Ñ FqpXq universal in the sense that for ev-
ery continuous map f : X Ñ G to a quasitopological group G there is a unique

continuous homomorphism rf : FqpXq Ñ G such that rf ˝ σ “ f . In other words,
Fq : Top Ñ qTopGrp is a functor left adjoint to the functor qTopGrp Ñ Top
which forgets the group structure of a quasitopological group.

The free quasitopological groups we investigate are the quasitopological ana-
logues of free topological groups FM pXq in the sense of Markov [12]. Free topo-
logical groups hold a place of particular importance in general topological group
theory and have an extensive literature. This literature focuses on the case where
X is Tychonoff since this is precisely when FM pXq is Hausdorff and the inclusion
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2 J. BRAZAS AND S. EMERY

of generators σ1 : X Ñ FM pXq is an embedding. Unfortunately, characteriza-
tions of the actual structure of free topological groups, e.g. those in [22], are quite
complicated when X lacks certain compactness properties. For example, if X is
an inductive limit of a nested sequence of compact Hausdorff subspaces, i.e. a
kω-space, then FM pXq is the inductive limit of the subspaces FM pXqn of words
of length at most n and the natural functions in :

šn
i“0pX \ X´1qn Ñ FM pXqn

are quotient maps [11] (see also [24]). In general, both of these properties holding
is equivalent to FM pXq being the natural quotient of the free topological monoid
MtpX \X

´1q “
š8

n“0pX \X
´1qn with respect to word reduction [22, Statement

5.1]. Unfortunately, this characterization of FM pXq as a quotient space will often
fail to hold without imposing some kind of compactness condition on X, for exam-
ple, if X “ Q [8]. There is a substantial literature on determining when the maps
in are quotient, which is nicely surveyed in [22, Section 6]. There are also analogous
investigations for free paratopological groups [5, 6, 18], which were first introduced
in [19].

In this paper, we show that the free quasitopological group FqpXq may al-
ways be constructed as the natural quotient of the free semitopological monoid
MstpX \X´1q with respect to word reduction. To construct MstpX \X´1q, and
consequently FqpXq, without appealing to adjoint functor theorems (as is often
done for free topological groups [17]), we employ the cross product XbY of spaces.
In Section 2, we recall the cross topology [1, p.15] used to define X b Y . The
cross topology is generally much finer than the product topology and is useful
for characterizing separate continuity [10]. In Section 3, we construct the free
semitopological monoid MstpXq on a space X as the coproduct

šn
i“0X

bi of it-
erated cross products of X with itself. In Section 4, we show that if we give the
free group F pXq the quotient topology with respect to the natural reduction map
R : MstpX \X´1qbi Ñ F pXq, then the result is precisely a free quasitopological
group FqpXq.

Equipped with this construction of FqpXq, Section 5 is devoted to proving a
general and practical characterization of the topology of FqpXq. Analogous to
the free topological group situation, we let FqpXqn denote the subspace of FqpXq
consisting of words of length at most n and in :

šn
i“0pX \X´1qbi Ñ FqpXqn be

the restriction of R. Our main result is the following.

Theorem 1.1. If X is a T1 space, then

(1) The canonical injection σn : Xbn Ñ FqpXq is a closed embedding,
(2) FqpXq has the weak topology with respect to the subspaces tFqpXqnunPN,
(3) the canonical map in :

šn
i“0pX \ X´1qbi Ñ FqpXqn is quotient for all

n P N.

Since cross-products only preserve compactness in trivial situations, the well-
known use of the Stone-Čech compactification βX, c.f. [9], appears to be unhelpful
for studying FqpXq. Hence, there appears to be a trade-off. While many techniques
used to study free topological groups are no longer helpful, Theorem 1.1, whose
topological analogue rarely holds for FM pXq appears to provide a direct avenue for
answering most questions about FqpXq. For example, as part of Theorem 5.10, we
prove the following four conditions are equivalent: FqpXq is a topological group,
FqpXq is first countable, FqpXq is discrete, X is discrete. Hence, either FqpXq is a
discrete group or it is not a topological group.
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Given a Tychonoff space X and a subspace Y Ď X, it is a fundamental problem
to determine when the inclusion Y Ñ X induces an embedding of free topological
groups FM pY q Ñ FM pXq. This problem has been studied extensively [9, 15, 20, 25]
and a full characterization was given by O. Sipacheva [21] in terms of extensions
of continuous pseudometrics. In Section 6, we exploit Theorem 1.1 to prove that
whenever Y Ď X is closed, FqpY q is naturally a closed subgroup of FqpXq. We also
establish a partial converse from which we obtain our second main result.

Theorem 1.2. Let X be a T1 space and Y Ď X. The inclusion Y Ñ X induces a
closed embedding FqpY q Ñ FqpXq of free quasitopological groups if and only if Y is
closed in X.

We also show that we can drop the “closed” hypothesis if we attach some fairly
week hypotheses to X. In particular, we show that if X is a Hausdorff sequential
space and Y Ď X. Then the inclusion Y Ñ X induces an embedding FqpY q Ñ
FqpXq if and only if Y is closed in X.

2. The cross topology

Although it is possible to define a cross topology for infinite product spaces,
we will restrict to finite products. Generally, we will write X ˆ Y or

ś

jPJ Xj to

denote the direct product of sets or spaces and πj :
ś

jPJ Xj Ñ Xj will denote

the projection map. We will denote the coproduct (topological sum) of a family of
spaces by

š

jPJ Xj .

Definition 2.1. Given spaces X and Y , the cross topology on the direct product
X ˆ Y consists of sets U Ď X ˆ Y such that π1pU X X ˆ tyuq is open in X for
all y P Y and π2pU X txu ˆ Y q is open in Y for all x P X. We will denote the
set-theoretic product X ˆ Y equipped with the cross topology by X b Y and refer
to this space as the cross-product of X and Y .

The cross topology was introduced by Novák in [13] and is generally much finer
than the product topology. For example, if X “ R, the set tp0, 0qu Y tpx, yq P
R2 | |y| ą 2|x| or |x| ą 2|y|u is open in R b R but not in R ˆ R (see Figure 1).
Based on this example, one can imagine far more intricate examples and observe
why describing an explicit neighborhood basis at p0, 0q is challenging.

Remark 2.2. A space X is T1 if and only if the diagonal ∆ “ tpx, xq | x P Xu is
closed in X b X. Moreover, if X is T1, then ∆ is a discrete subspace of X b X.
This follows from the fact that for any x P X, the set pX ˆXz∆qY tpx, xqu is open
in XbX (see Figure 2). Since the diagonal ∆ is homeomorphic to X as a subspace
of XˆX, we see that for a T1 space X, the cross and product topologies on XˆX
agree if and only if X is discrete.

As a consequence, we note that X b X is rarely compact. In fact, X b X is
compact Hausdorff if and only if X is discrete and finite. For if X bX is compact
Hausdorff, then the identity function XbX Ñ XˆX is a homeomorphism and the
previous paragraph implies that X is discrete. Therefore, X is a compact discrete
space and must be finite.

If we identify the projection fibers X1 ˆ tx2u, x2 P X2 and tx1u ˆX2, x1 P X1

with the spaces X1 and X2 respectively, then we may view the cross topology as
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Figure 1. An open neighborhood of the origin in RbR, which is
not open in Rˆ R.

the weak topology with respect to all of these fibers. In other words, the cross
topology is the quotient topology with respect to the fiber decomposition map

ž

x2PX2

X1 ˆ tx2u \
ž

x1PX1

tx1u ˆX2 Ñ X1 ˆX2,

which is the inclusion on each summand.
Recall that a function f : X ˆ Y Ñ Z of spaces is separately continuous if

fx : Y Ñ Z, fxpyq “ fpx, yq is continuous for all x P X and fy : X Ñ Z,
fypxq “ fpx, yq is continuous for all y P Y . The primary utility of the cross
topology is to very simply characterize separate continuity in terms of ordinary
continuity [10, 14]. The following is essentially Proposition 4.1 of [10].

Lemma 2.3. A function f : X ˆ Y Ñ Z is separately continuous if and only if
f : X b Y Ñ Z is continuous.

Figure 2. The set pX ˆXz∆q Y tpx, xqu is open in X bX for
all x P X since each intersection with a projection fiber is open.
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Proof. Let Q :
š

yPY X ˆtyu\
š

xPXtxuˆY Ñ X bY be the fiber decomposition
quotient map. Notice that f : X ˆ Y Ñ Z is separately continuous if and only if
f ˝ Q is continuous. Since Q is quotient, f : X ˆ Y Ñ Z is separately continuous
if and only if f : X b Y Ñ Z is continuous. �

It is clear that there is a natural associativity homeomorphism X1bpX2bX3q –

pX1bX2qbX3 and a homeomorphism X1bX2 – X2bX1. Hence, b : Top2
Ñ Top

defines a symmetric monoidal tensor product on the category of topological spaces
and continuous functions. We will write bni“1Xi to denote an n-fold cross-product
of a sequence of spaces X1, X2, . . . , Xn, that is

śn
i“1Xi viewed as an iterated

cross-product. A projection fiber of bni“1Xi is a fiber of one of the projection
maps Πj : bni“1Xi Ñ bi‰jXi, that is, of the form

śn
i“1Ai where there exists

a single j P t1, 2, . . . , nu with Aj “ Xj and Ai is a singleton when j ‰ i. By
a straightforward induction, it is clear that a set C Ď bni“1Xi is closed (resp.
open) if and only if the intersection of C with each projection fiber of bni“1Xi is
closed (resp. open) in that projection fiber. Equivalently, if PF pX1, X2, . . . , Xnq

is the disjoint union of all projection fibers of bni“1Xi, then the canonical map
PF pX1, X2, . . . , Xnq Ñ bni“1Xi given by inclusion on each summand is a quotient
map.

Lemma 2.4. If fj : Xj Ñ Yj, j P t1, 2, . . . , nu are continuous maps, then the cross
product function denoted bnj“1fj : bnj“1Xj Ñ bnj“1Yj is continuous. Moreover,
bnj“1fj is a quotient map if and only if fj is quotient for all j P t1, 2, . . . , nu.

Proof. There is a canonical commutative diagram

PF pX1, X2, . . . , Xnq

��

φ
// PF pY1, Y2, . . . , Ynq

��

bni“1Xi
b

n
i“1fi

// bi“1Yi

where the top map φ is the restriction of bni“1fi on each projection fiber. In par-
ticular, such a restriction is the continuous map fj in one component and constant
in all other components. In other words, φ may be identified with a disjoint union
of the maps fi. Therefore, φ is continuous and is a quotient map if and only if
every fi is quotient. Since both vertical maps are quotient, it follows from the
universal property of quotient maps that bnj“1fj is continuous. Moreover, if each
fi is quotient, then so is φ and bnj“1fj . The projection maps πj : bni“1Xi Ñ Xj

are open and therefore are quotient maps. Since πj ˝ b
n
i“1fi “ fj ˝ πj , it follows

that if bni“1fi quotient, then so is each fi. �

3. Free semitopological monoids

The free monoid on a set X may be represented uniquely up to isomorphism
as the monoid of finite words with letters in the set X. In particular, MpXq “
š

ně0X
n whereX0 “ teu contains the empty word and an n-tuple px1, x2, . . . , x

nq P

Xn is represented as a word w “ x1x2 . . . xn. We write |w| “ n for the length of
such a word, noting that |e| “ 0. The natural operation on MpXq is word concate-
nation and e is the monoid identity. The monoid structure of MpXq is characterized
up to isomorphism as follows: ρ : X Ñ MpXq, ρpxq “ x is the inclusion of free
generators and is universal in the sense that for every function f : X Ñ N to a
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monoid N , there is a unique monoid homomorphism rf : MpXq Ñ N such that
rf ˝ρ “ f . In particular, rf is defined as rfpx1x2 . . . xnq “ fpx1qfpx2q ¨ ¨ ¨ fpxnq where
the product on the right is taken in N .

Recall that a topological monoid is a monoid M with topology such that the
operation µ : M ˆM Ñ M is continuous. A semitopological monoid is a monoid
M with topology such that M ˆ M Ñ M is separately continuous. According
to Lemma 2.3, a monoid with topology M is semitopological if and only if M b

M ÑM is continuous. We will let TopMon and STopMon denote the categories
of topological and semitopological monoids respectively where in both cases the
morphisms are continuous monoid homomorphisms.

When X is a space and each summand Xn is given the product topology, the
topological sum MtpXq “

š

ně0X
n becomes the free topological monoid on the

space X. In particular, this results in a functor Mt : Top Ñ TopMon that is left
adjoint to the forgetful functor TopMon Ñ Top.

We construct the semitopological analogue using the cross topology. Given a
space X, we will write Xbn for the n-fold cross product of X with itself. We define
MstpXq “

š

ně0X
bn and will refer to this as the free semitopological monoid on X

(this terminology will be justified shortly). Hence, MstpXq has the same underlying
monoid structure as MtpXq but is equipped with a finer topology.

Recalling that elements of Xbn are represented as words x1x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xn with letters
in the set X, we establish some convenient notation to replace the projection fiber
notation above. Given words w, v P MstpXq, we let Fw,v “ wXv “ twxv P
MstpXq | x P Xu. Note that Fe,e “ X, Fe,v “ Xv, and Fw,e “ wX.

For any pair pw, vq PMstpXq
2, the set Fw,v is unique. Hence, MstpXq is the set-

theoretic disjoint union of teu and Fw,v ranging over pairs of words pw, vq PMpXq2.
Moreover, for fixed n ě 1, the spaces Fw,v, |w| ` |v| “ n ´ 1 are the projection
fibers of Xbn and therefore are homeomorphic to X. Hence, we have the following.

Lemma 3.1. A subset A ĎMstpXq is closed (resp. open) if and only if AX Fw,v
is closed (resp. open) in Fw,v for all pairs of words w, v PMstpXq.

Note that A X Xb0 is always both closed and open so it need not be included
in the previous lemma. An equivalent way to state the previous lemma is the
following: for all n ě 1, the map

š

ně1

š

|w|`|v|“n´1 Fw,v Ñ MstpXq given by the

inclusion on each summand is a quotient map.

Theorem 3.2. For any space X, MstpXq is a semitopological monoid, ρ : X Ñ

MstpXq is continuous and is universal in the sense that for every continuous func-
tion f : X Ñ N to a semitopological monoid N , there is a unique continuous

homomorphism rf : MstpXq Ñ N such that rf ˝ ρ “ f .

Proof. It suffices to check that the word concatenation operation µ : MstpXq b
MstpXq Ñ MstpXq is continuous with respect to the cross topology. Since b
distributes over topological sums, MstpXqbMstpXq is the disjoint union of Xbnb
Xbm, m,n ě 0 and the map µ restricted to this summand is the associativity
homeomorphism Xbn bXbm Ñ Xbn`m. Therefore, concatenation is continuous
with respect to the cross topology, proving thatMstpXq is a semitopological monoid.

Certainly σ is a homeomorphism. Suppose f : X Ñ N is a continuous function to

a semitopological monoid N . The unique monoid homomorphism rf : MstpXq Ñ N

was described above; it suffices to show that rf is continuous. Since the operation
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µ2 : Nb2 Ñ N is continuous, the associativity of b implies that the k-fold operation
µk : Nbk Ñ N is continuous. Therefore, ν : MstpNq Ñ N defined as µk on the

k-th summand is continuous on the disjoint union. Now rf “ ν ˝ p
š

ně0 f
bnq is the

composition of continuous functions and is therefore continuous. �

It follows directly that Mst : Top Ñ STopMon defines a functor that is left
adjoint to the forgetful functor STopMon Ñ Top. Hence, we refer to MstpXq as
the free semitopological monoid on X.

4. Constructing free quasitopological groups

We recall the construction of the free group F pXq on a set X as a group of
reduced words: let X´1 be a homeomorphic copy of X with elements written with
superscript x´1. Then F pXq “MpX \X´1q{„ where „ is the relation generated
by identifying xx´1 and x´1x with e whenever they appear in a word. Every
word is represented by a unique reduced form in which no such cancellations are
possible and there is a reduction function R : MpX \ X´1q Ñ F pXq taking a
word w to its reduced representative Rpwq. The operation pw, vq ÞÑ Rpwvq of
word concatenation followed by reduction is a group operation on F pXq. The
inclusion of free generators σ “ R ˝ ρ : X Ñ F pXq is universal in the sense the
any function f : X Ñ G to a group G extends uniquely to a group homomorphism
pf : F pXq Ñ G such that pf ˝ σ “ f . In particular, pf is given by pf “ Ăf˘ ˝ R where
Ăf˘ : MpX \ X´1q Ñ G is the uniquely induced monoid homomorphism induced
by the function f˘ : X \X´1 Ñ G where f˘pxq “ fpxq and f˘px´1q “ fpxq´1.

As mentioned in the introduction, if we give F pXq the quotient topology with
respect to reduction R : MtpX \ X´1q Ñ F pXq, then F pXq is not always the
free topological group on X. This quotient topology construction does give F pXq
the structure of a quasitopological group that lies somewhere between the free
quasitopological group and the free topological group on X (this is studied as the
“reduction topology” in [3]). A key reason for this failure is that the direct product
of two quotient maps is not always a quotient map. We use the convenient fact
from Lemma 2.4 that the cross product does preserve quotient maps.

Definition 4.1. For a space X, let FqpXq be the free group F pXq with the quotient
topology inherited from the reduction function R : MstpX \X´1q Ñ FqpXq, that
is, as the natural quotient of the free semitopological monoid on X \X´1.

Combining this definition with Lemma 3.1, we have the following practical char-
acterization of the topology of FqpXq.

Lemma 4.2. A set C Ď FqpXq is closed (resp. open) if and only if R´1pCqXFw,v
is closed (resp. open) for all pairs of words w, v PMstpX \X

´1q.

Theorem 4.3. For any space X, FqpXq is a quasitopological group and the inclu-
sion of generators σ : X Ñ FqpXq is continuous and universal in the sense that for
any continuous function f : X Ñ G to a quasitopological group G there is a unique

continuous homomorphism pf : FqpXq Ñ G such that pf ˝ σ “ f .

Proof. First, we check that group inversion in : FqpXq Ñ FqpXq is continuous.
Consider the reverse function r : MstpX \ X´1q Ñ MstpX \ X´1q, defined by
rpxε11 x

ε2
2 . . . xεnn q “ x´εnn . . . x´ε22 x´ε11 and the following diagram where all vertical
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maps are quotient and the bottom square commutes. We define a continuous map
g making the top square commute.

š

w,vPMstpX\X´1q Fw,v

Q

��

g
//
š

w,vPMstpX\X´1q Fw,v

Q

��

MstpX \X
´1q

R

��

r // MstpX \X
´1q

R

��

FqpXq
in

// FqpXq

Since all of the vertical maps are quotient, it suffices to define g so that g is con-
tinuous and the top square commutes. In particular, for w, v P MstpX \ X´1q,
we define g so that its restriction to Fw,v is the function gw,v : Fw,v Ñ Frpvq,rpwq,

gpwxεvq “ rpvqx´εrpwq. Since gw,v may be identified with the homeomorphism
X ÞÑ X´1 or X´1 Ñ X, it is continuous. Therefore, g is continuous. With this
definition, the diagram commutes and it follows that r is continuous. Since all
vertical maps in the above diagram are quotient, we conclude that inversion in is
continuous.

Next, we must show that word concatenation γ : FqpXq b FqpXq Ñ FqpXq
is continuous. According to Theorem 3.2, MstpX \ X´1q is a semitopological
monoid, which means that the top map in the following commutative diagram
(word concatenation) is continuous. Since the vertical maps are quotient maps
(recall the second statement of Lemma 2.4 for the left map), the bottom map is
continuous.

MstpX \X
´1q bMstpX \X

´1q

RbR

��

// MstpX \X
´1q

R

��

FqpXq b FqpXq γ
// FqpXq

Since both R and the inclusion ρ : X Ñ MstpX \ X´1q are continuous, the
composition σ “ R ˝ ρ : X Ñ MstpX \ X´1q Ñ FqpXq is continuous. To check
the universal property of σ, let f : X Ñ G be a map to a quasitopological group

G. We must establish that the unique homomorphism pf : FqpXq Ñ G satisfying
pf ˝σ “ f is continuous. Recall that we first extend f to a map f˘ : X \X´1 Ñ G
by fpx´1q “ fpxq´1. Since inversion is continuous in G, f˘ is continuous. Since G
is a semitopological monoid, Theorem 3.2 ensures that there is a unique continuous

monoid homomorphism rf : MstpX \ X´1q Ñ G such that rf ˝ ρ “ f˘. Since
pf ˝R “ rf where R is quotient and rf is continuous, pf is continuous.

MstpX \X
´1q

R

��

rf

%%
X

ρ

99

f

99σ
// FqpXq

pf

// G

�
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A continuous map f : X Ñ Y canonically induces a continuous monoid homo-
morphism Mstpf\f

´1q : MstpX\X
´1q ÑMstpY \Y

´1q, which in turn induces a
continuous group homomorphism Fqpfq : FqpXq Ñ FqpY q. Indeed, the continuity
of Fqpfq follows from the commutativity of the following square where the vertical
maps are quotient.

MstpX \X
´1q

R

��

Mstpfq
// MstpY \ Y

´1q

R

��

FqpXq
Fqpfq

// FqpY q

It follows that Fq : Top Ñ qTopGrp is a functor left adjoint to the forgetful
functor qTopGrp Ñ Top.

Remark 4.4. Recalling the construction of MstpX\X
´1q using the cross topology,

note that we have explicitly constructed FqpXq as the quotient space of a disjoint
union of copies of X. Therefore, if C is a coreflective subcategory of Top, i.e. one
which is closed under forming disjoint unions and quotient spaces, then FqpXq P C
whenever X P C. For example, if X is sequential, a k-space, locally connected, or
locally path-connected, then so is FqpXq.

Corollary 4.5. If a map f : X Ñ Y is a quotient map, then the induced homo-
morphism Fqpfq : FqpXq Ñ FqpY q is a quotient map.

Proof. Recall from Lemma 2.4 that b preserves quotient maps. Therefore, if f is a
quotient map, Mstpfq is a topological sum of cross products of quotient maps and
is therefore quotient. Since word reduction maps are quotient by construction, it
follows from the last commutative square above that Fqpfq is a quotient map. �

Remark 4.6. The category TopGrp of topological groups is a reflective subcate-
gory of qTopGrp, that is for each quasitopological group G, there is a topological
group τpGq and a continuous homomorphism j : GÑ τpGq such that for every con-
tinuous homomorphism f : GÑ H to a topological group H, there is a continuous
homomorphism g : τpGq Ñ H such that j ˝ g “ f . Moreover, τpGq may be con-
structed as the underlying group of G equipped with a coarser topology (implying
that j is the identity homomorphism). This coarser topology may be constructed
via transfinite recursion [3]. The universal property ensures that τpGq “ G if and
only if G is a topological group.

It is straightforward from universal properties that there is a natural isomorphism
FM pXq – τpFqpXqq. Hence, FqpXq is a topological group if and only if FqpXq “
FM pXq. Certainly, FqpXq “ FM pXq occurs if X is discrete. We will show in
Theorem 5.10 below that for non-discrete, T1 spaces FqpXq is not a topological
group. Hence, FqpXq is only a topological group in trivial situations.

Despite the dramatic difference between FqpXq and FM pXq, there is at least one
topological similarity. It is shown in [4, Cororollary 3.9] that a quasitopological
group G and its topological reflection τpGq always share the same lattice of (not
necessarily normal) open subgroups. Hence, a subgroup H ď F pXq is open in
FqpXq if and only if it is open in FM pXq.
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5. The topology of free quasitopological groups

For all integers n ě 0, let FqpXqn be the subset of FqpXq consisting of words of
length at most n. Notice that FqpXq0 “ teu is the trivial subgroup.

Remark 5.1. Within MstpX \X
´1q, we will be required to analyze how words of

the form wxεv P Fw,v may be reduced to obtain the unique reduced representative
Rpwxεvq in FqpXq. There are several reduction patterns possible. However, either
Rpwxεvq “ RpwqxεRpvq or there exists a initial subword w1 of Rpwq and terminal
subword v1 of Rpvq such that Rpwxεvq “ w1v1. The latter case occurs when either
the last letter of Rpwq or the first letter of Rpvq is x´ε (possibly followed by more
reduction). Hence, either Rpwxεvq “ RpwqxεRpvq or |Rpwxεvq| ă |Rpwq| `Rpvq|.

Lemma 5.2. If X is T1 and n ě 0, then FqpXqn is closed in FqpXq.

Proof. Fix n ě 0. We must check that R´1pFqpXqnq is closed in MstpX \X´1q.
Fix words w, v PMstpX \X

´1q. It suffices to show that C “ R´1pFqpXqnq XFw,v
is closed in Fw,v. Note that C consists of words of the form wxεv, ε P t1,´1u for
which |Rpwxεvq| ď n. Suppose wxεv P Fw,v where |Rpwxεvq| ą n. Recall from
Remark 5.1 that either Rpwxεvq “ RpwqxεRpvq or |Rpwxεvq| ă |Rpwq|` |Rpvq|. In
either situation, n ď |Rpwq| ` |Rpvq|.

Since X is T1,

U “ Xzta P X | a˘1 is a letter of wv and a ‰ xu

is an open neighborhood of x in X. Since U ε is open in X \X´1, the set wU εv is
an open neighborhood of wxεv in Fw,v. We claim that wU εv XC “ H. Let z P U .
Then wzεv P wU εv. Certainly, if z “ x, then |Rpwxεvq| ą n. Hence, we assume
z ‰ x. Note that Rpwzεvq “ RpRpwqzεRpvqq and since z P Uztxu, the letters z, z´1

appear in neither Rpwq nor Rpvq. Hence, Rpwzεvq “ RpwqzεRpvq. In particular,
|Rpwzεvq| “ |Rpwq|`1`|Rpvq| ě n`1. This proves CXFw,v is closed in Fw,v. �

Corollary 5.3. If X is T1, then FqpXq “ lim
ÝÑn

FqpXqn, that is C Ď FqpXq is

closed if and only if C X FqpXqn is closed in FqpXqn for all n ě 0.

Proof. One direction is clear. Suppose that C Ď FqpXq such that C X FqpXqn is
closed in FqpXqn for all n ě 0. By Lemma 5.2, FqpXqn is closed in FqpXq and so
R´1pCXFqpXqnq is closed in MstpX\X

´1q for all n ě 0. Fix w, v PMstpX\X
´1q.

Then R´1pCqXFw,v “ R´1pCXFqpXq|w|`|v|`1qXFw,v is closed in Fw,v. According
to Lemma 4.2, C is closed in FqpXq. �

For each n ě 0, let in :
šn
i“0pX \X´1qbi Ñ FqpXqn be the restriction of the

quotient map R. It is not immediately clear that in is itself a quotient map if
FqpXqn has the subspace topology inherited from FqpXqn. The desirable property
that in is quotient for a given n often fails in the free topological group setting;
as mentioned in the introduction, the intricacies of this failure have been studied
extensively.

Lemma 5.4. If X is T1, then the subspace topology of FqpXqn agrees with the quo-
tient topology with respect to the restricted reduction map in :

šn
i“0pX\X

´1qbi Ñ

FqpXqn.

Proof. The statement is clearly true for n “ 0 since FqpXq0 is a one-point space.
We focus on the case when n ě 1. It is easy to see that the quotient topology on
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FqpXqn is finer than the subspace topology inherited from FqpXq. To check that
they agree, suppose that C Ď FqpXqn is closed in the quotient topology with respect
to in. By Lemma 5.2, FqpXqn is a closed subset of FqpXq. Therefore, it suffices
to show that C is closed in FqpXq. To do so, we will verify that R´1pCq X Fw,v
is closed in Fw,v for all w, v P MstpX \X´1q. Recalling that n is fixed, note that
the assumption that C is closed in the quotient topology on FqpXqn implies that
whenever |w| ` |v| ď n ´ 1, the set i´1

n pCq X Fw,v “ R´1pCq X Fw,v is closed in
Fw,v. For w, v with |w| ` |v| ě n, we proceed by induction on |w| ` |v|.

Hence, for our induction hypothesis, we suppose n ď m and that R´1pCqXFw,v
is closed in Fw,v whenever m´ 1 “ |w| ` |v|. Fix w, v such that |w| ` |v| “ m. Let
wxεv P Fw,vzR

´1pCq. We consider two cases:

(1) Suppose |Rpwq| ` |Rpvq| “ m. Since |Rpwq| ` |Rpvq| “ |w| ` |v|, we have
Rpwq “ w and Rpvq “ v. Since X is T1,

U “ Xzta P X | a˘1 is a letter of wv and a ‰ xu

is an open neighborhood of x in X. Now wU εv is an open neighborhood
of wxεv in Fw,v. Let wyεv P wU εv such that y ‰ x. Since the letter y˘1

appears in neither w nor v and since w and v are already reduced, we have
Rpwyεvq “ wyεv and |wyεv| “ m ` 1 ě n ` 1. Since wyεv R FqpXqn, we
conclude wyεv R C. Thus, wU εv XR´1pCq “ H.

(2) Suppose |Rpwq| ` |Rpvq| ă m. Then RpRpwqxεRpvqq “ Rpwxεvq R C and
thus RpwqxεRpvq P FRpwq,RpvqzR

´1pCq. By the induction hypothesis, there

exists an open neighborhood U of x inX such that RpwqU εRpvqXR´1pCq “
H. Since X is T1, V “ Uzta P X | a is a letter of wv and a ‰ xu is an open
neighborhood of x in X. Now wV εv is an open neighborhood of wxεv in
Fw,v. Suppose wyεv P wV εv where y ‰ x. Since w and v do not have y˘1

as a letter, we have Rpwyεvq “ RpwqyεRpvq P RpwqV εRpvq Ď RpwqU εRpvq.
Thus Rpwyεvq R C. This gives wV εv XR´1pCq “ H.

From these two cases, we may conclude that Fw,v XR
´1pCq is closed in Fw,v when

|w| ` |v| “ m, completing the induction. �

We combine the above results with the following.

Theorem 5.5. The following are equivalent:

(1) X is T1,
(2) FqpXq is T1,
(3) FqpXqn is closed in X for all n ě 0,
(4) σn : Xbn Ñ FqpXq, σnpx1, x2, . . . , xnq “ x1x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xn is a closed embedding

for all n ě 1.

Proof. (1) ñ (3) is Lemma 5.2. (3) ñ (2) If the trivial subgroup FqpXq0 is closed,
then FqpXq is T1 since it is a homogeneous space. (2)ñ (1) holds since the canonical
injection σ : X Ñ FqpXq is continuous. Hence (1)-(3) are equivalent.

(1) ñ (4). Suppose X is T1 and C Ď Xbn is closed. By Corollary 5.3, it
suffices to show that σnpCq X FqpXqm is closed in FqpXqm for all m ě 0. Recall
that im :

šm
i“0pX \ X´1qbi Ñ FqpXqm is quotient by Lemma 5.4. Note that

i´1
n pσnpCqq is precisely the set C in the summand Xbn of

šn
i“0pX \ X´1qbi.

Therefore, i´1
n pσnpCqq is closed in

šn
i“0pX \ X´1qbi. It follows that σnpCq is

closed in FqpXqn. Since σnpCq Ď FqpXqn and each set FqpXqm is closed in FqpXq
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for all m ě 0 (Lemma 5.2), we have that σnpCq X FqpXqm is closed in FqpXqm for
all m ě 0.

(4) ñ (1) Suppose X is not T1. We will show that (4) fails because Impσ1q is not

closed. Choose x, y P X such that y P txuztxu. Let U be an open neighborhood of
w “ xyx´1 in FqpXq. Now R´1pUqXFx,x´1 “ xV x´1 for some open neighborhood

of y in X. Since y P txu, we have x P V . Thus xxx´1 P xV x´1 Ď R´1pUq giving
x “ Rpxxx´1q P U . Since every open neighborhood of xyx´1 R Impσ1q meets
Impσ1q, we conclude that Impσ1q is not closed. �

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Parts (1), (2), and (3) follow from Theorem 5.5, Corollary
5.3, and Lemma 5.4 respectively. �

Corollary 5.6. The converse of Corollary 4.5 holds when Y is T1.

Proof. Suppose f : X Ñ Y is a map where Y is T1 and Fqpfq is quotient. Certainly,
f must be surjective. Let Y 1 be the quotient topology on the underlying set of
Y inherted from f and f 1 : X Ñ Y 1 be the quotient map. By Corollary 4.5,
Fqpfq is quotient. There is an induced, continuous bijection i : Y 1 Ñ Y , which
induces a continuous group isomorphism Fqpiq : FqpY

1q Ñ FqpY q such that Fqpiq ˝
Fqpf

1q “ Fqpfq. Since both Fqpfq and Fqpf
1q are quotient, Fqpiq is an isomorphism

of quasitopological groups. Since Y 1 is also T1, Theorem 5.5 ensures that the
restriction i “ Fqpiq|FqpY 1q1 is a homeomorphism. It follows that f is a quotient
map. �

Corollary 5.7. If X is T1 and twnunPN is a sequence in FqpXq such that |wm| Ñ
8, then twm | m P Nu is closed in FqpXq.

Proof. By assumption, the set twm | m P Nu XFqpXqn is finite for all n P N. Since
FqpXq is T1 by Theorem 5.5, twm | m P Nu X FqpXqn is closed in FqpXqn for all
n P N. It follows from Corollary 5.3 that twm | m P Nu is closed in FqpXq. �

Corollary 5.8. If X is T1, then FqpXq is hemicompact with respect to the subsets
FqpXqn, n P N.

Proof. Let K Ď FqpXq be compact and suppose, to obtain a contradiction, there
exists a sequence twmumPN in K with |wm| Ñ 8. Since K is compact there exists
a subsequence twmj

ujPN that converges to w P K. Since |wmj
| Ñ 8, we may find

j0 such that |wmj
| ą |w| for all j ě j0. However, twmj

| j ě j0u is closed in FqpXq
by the previous corollary. Therefore, w P twmj | j ě j0u; a contradiction. �

The next proposition states that in non-trivial situations, open neighborhoods
of the identity in FqpXq will always contain words of arbitrary length.

Proposition 5.9. Suppose X is T1 and not discrete. If U is an open neighborhood
of e in FqpXq, then U X pFqpXq2mzFqpXq2m´1q ‰ H for all m P N.

Proof. Let x P X be a non-isolated point of X and let m P N be arbitrary. Since
Rppxx´1qmq “ e, R´1pUq is an open neighborhood of pxx´1qm in MstpX \X´1q.
Find an open neighborhood V1 of x such that V1x

´1pxx´1qm´1 Ď R´1pUq. Since
x is not isolated, we may find y1 P V1ztxu. Since y1x

´1pxx´1qm´1 P R´1pUq, we
may find an open neighborhood V2 of x such that y1 R V2 and y1V

´1
2 pxx´1qm´1 Ď

R´1pUq. Find y2 P V2 such that y2 ‰ x. Then y1y
´1
2 pxx´1qm´1 P R´1pUq.

Continuing in this way, we may construct a word w “ y1y
´1
2 y3y

´1
4 ¨ ¨ ¨ y2m´1y

´1
2m P
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R´1pUq. By construction, w is reduced. Therefore, w “ Rpwq P U and |w| “
2m. �

The next theorem shows that FqpXq is only a topological group in trivial situa-
tions.

Theorem 5.10. For any T1 space X, the following are equivalent.

(1) X is discrete,
(2) FqpXq is discrete,
(3) FqpXq is a topological group,
(4) the square map sq : FqpXq Ñ FqpXq, w ÞÑ Rpwwq is continuous,
(5) FqpXq is first countable.

Proof. The implications (1) ô (2) ñ (3) ñ (4) are clear. To prove, (4) ñ (1)
suppose sq : FqpXq Ñ FqpXq is continuous. Recall from Theorem 5.5 that σ1 and
σ2 are embeddings. The restriction of sq to Impσ1q may be identified with the
diagonal map X ÞÑ X bX. However, as mentioned in Remark 2.2, the diagonal of
X bX is a discrete subspace. Since X continuously injects into a discrete space,
it must be discrete. This completes the equivalence of (1)-(4). (2) ñ (5) is clear.
To complete the proof, we verify (5) ñ (1). Suppose, to obtain a contradiction,
that FqpXq is first countable but that X is not discrete. Then FqpXq is T1 and not
discrete. Find a countable basis U1 Ě U2 Ě U3 Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ in FqpXq at e. According
to Proposition 5.9, we may find wn P Un such that |wn| ě n. Since tUnunPN is a
countable base, we must have twnunPN Ñ e in FqpXq. However, since |wn| Ñ 8, the
set twn | n P Nu is closed in FqpXq by Corollary 5.7. Therefore, e P twn | n P Nu; a
contradiction. �

It is a well-known theorem of R. Ellis [7] that every locally compact Hausdorff
quasitopological group is a topological group. Hence, free quasitopological groups
are only locally compact in trivial situations.

Corollary 5.11. If FqpXq is Hausdorff and non-discrete, then FqpXq is neither
first countable nor locally compact.

It is possible for quasitopological groups, which are not topological groups, to
be constructed as quotients of topological monoids. This is only possible for free
quasitopological groups in trivial situations.

Corollary 5.12. If X is T1 and non-discrete, then there does not exist a topological
monoid M and a monoid epimorphism M Ñ FqpXq, which is a topological quotient
map.

Proof. If there existed such a quotient map M Ñ FqpXq, then the continuous
square map M Ñ M , x ÞÑ xx would imply that the square map FqpXq ÞÑ FqpXq
is continuous; a contradiction of Theorem 5.10. �

To complete this section, we remark on separation axioms. Recall that a space X
is functionally Hausdorff if whenever a, b P X and a ‰ b, there exists a continuous
function f : X Ñ R such that fpaq ‰ fpbq. It is a theorem of B.V.S. Thomas
that a space X is functionally Hausdorff if and only if FM pXq is Hausdorff [23,
Theorem 0.1]. Hence, if X “ R2 with the irrational-slope topology, then X is
Hausdorff but FM pXq is not. One might suspect that since FqpXq has a much finer
topology and a simpler “explicit” construction that the analogous statement might
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be true for free quasitopological groups. Unfortunately, some difficulty remains in
determining when FqpXq is Hausdorff. This difficulty appears to stem from the
lack of a convenient basis for the cross topology.

Problem 5.13. If X is Hausdorff, must FqpXq be Hausdorff?

Nevertheless, we can apply Thomas’ theorem to obtain a characterization for the
funcationally Hausdorff property.

Theorem 5.14. A space X is functionally Hausdorff if and only if FqpXq is func-
tionally Hausdorff.

Proof. Since σ : X Ñ FqpXq is a continuous injection, one direction is clear. If
X is functionally Hausdorff, then FM pXq is Hausdorff by Thomas’ theorem. Since
all Hausdorff topological groups are Tychonoff, FM pXq is functionally Hausdorff.
Since the topology of FqpXq is finer than that of FM pXq, we conclude that FqpXq
is functionally Hausdorff. �

6. Free quasitopological groups on subspaces

When Y Ď X, the inclusion Y Ñ X induces a continuous injection FqpY q Ñ
FqpXq. It is natural to ask when this is an embedding, i.e. when the subspace
topology on F pY q inherited from FqpXq agrees with the free quasitopological group
topology. This problem has been studied extensively for free topological groups.
The following characterization is due to Sipacheva [21, Theorem 1] who made use
of previous work by Pestov [16]: if X is a Tychonoff space, then the inclusion
Y Ñ X induces an embedding FM pY q Ñ FM pXq if and only if every bounded
continuous pseudometric on Y can be extended to a continuous pseudometric on
X. Using our characterization of the topology of free quasitopological groups from
the previous section, we prove Theorem 1.2, which shows that the situation for free
quasitopological groups is far simpler.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let f : FqpY q Ñ FqpXq denote the continuous homomor-
phism induced by the inclusion Y Ñ X. If Y is not closed in X, then fpFqpY q1q “
fpFqpY qqXFqpXq1 is not closed in FqpXq1. Hence, fpFqpY qq is not closed in FqpXq.

For the converse, note that by Lemma 5.2 and Corollary 5.3, it suffices to show
that the restriction fn : FqpY qn Ñ FqpXqn is a closed embedding for all n ě 0. By
Theorem 5.5, this is clear for n “ 0 and n “ 1. Fix n ě 2.

First, we show that the image Impfnq is closed in FqpXqn. Since in is quotient, we
do so by proving that i´1

n pImpfnqqXFw,v is closed in Fw,v whenever |w|`|v| ď n´1.
Suppose wxεv P Fw,vzi

´1
n pImpfnqq. Then inpwx

εvq must contain a letter from
XzY . If x P Y , let U “ Xzta P X | a is a letter of wv and a ‰ xu. If x P XzY ,
let U “ pXzY qzta P X | a is a letter of wv and a ‰ xu. In either case, wU εv is an
open neighborhood of wxεv and if wzεv P wU εv, then inpwz

εvq contains a letter
from XzY . Thus wU εv X i´1

n pImpfnqq X Fw,v “ H. This completes the proof that
Impfnq is closed in FqpXqn.

We now prove fn is a closed embedding for fixed n ě 2. Suppose C Ď FqpY qn is
closed. Since in is quotient and Impfnq is closed, it suffices to show that i´1

n pfnpCqq
is closed in i´1

n pImpfnqq. Fix words w, v in MstpX \X´1q with |w| ` |v| ď n´ 1.
We will show that i´1

n pfnpCqq X Fw,v is closed in i´1
n pImpfnqq X Fw,v. Suppose

wxεv P i´1
n pImpfnqq X Fw,vzi

´1
n pfnpCqq. Then all letters of Rpwxεvq are from Y .
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If x P XzY , let U “ pXzY qzta P X | a is a letter of wv and a ‰ xu and consider
wU εv. If wzεv P wU εv X i´1

n pImpfnqq, then the definition of U and the fact that
x´ε must appear an odd number of times in wv, ensures that z “ x. Since,
wxεv R i´1

n pfnpCqq, we have wU εv X i´1
n pfnpCqq “ H.

Suppose x P Y . Then the reduced words inpwq and inpvq must contain only
letters from Y . Thus inpwqx

εinpvq lies in the open set Finpwq,inpvqzi
´1
n pCq and

so there exists an open neighborhood W of x in Y such that inpwqW
εinpvq X

i´1
n pCq “ H. Find an open neighborhood U of x in X such that U X Y Ď W

and U X ta P X | a is a letter of wv and a ‰ xu “ H. Consider the neighborhood
wU εv X i´1

n pImpfnqq of wxεv in Fw,v X i´1
n pImpfnqq. Suppose wzεv P wU εv with

z ‰ x. Then inpwz
εvq “ inpwqz

εinpvq. Since we must have inpwz
εvq P Impfnq,

we have z P Y . Thus z P W . We have inpwqz
εinpvq P inpwqW

εinpvq and thus
inpwqz

εinpvq R i´1
n pCq. It follows that fnpinpwqz

εinpvqq “ inpwz
εvq R fnpCq. We

conclude that wU εv X i´1
n pImpfnqq Ď i´1

n pImpfnqqzi
´1
n pfnpCqq. �

If we remove the condition in the statement of Theorem 1.2 that the embed-
ding FqpY q Ñ FqpY q have closed image, then a full characterization is less clear.
However, we are able to identify a satisfactory partial solution.

Proposition 6.1. Suppose that X is Hausdorff. If the inclusion Y Ñ X induces an
embedding f : FqpY q Ñ FqpXq of free quasitopological groups, then Y is sequentially
closed in X

Proof. Suppose f : FqpY q Ñ FqpXq is an embedding. Then the restriction FqpY q2 Ñ
FqpXq2 is also an embedding. Suppose to obtain a contradiction that Y is not se-
quentially closed in X. Then there exists a sequence tyjujPN of distinct elements

in Y such that tyjujPN converges to a point x P XzY . Let B “ tyjy
´1
k P FqpXq2 |

k ą ju and note e R B.
Before proceeding, we note that for all j P N, the set Sj “ tyk | k ą ju is closed

in Y . Indeed, if Sj has a limit point y P Y zSj , then we may separate y and x in X
by disjoint neighborhoods. In particular we may separate y and a cofinite subset
of Sj with disjoint open sets. It follows that we may separate y and Sj by disjoint
open sets in Y ; a contradiction.

First, we show that the identity e is a limit point of B in FqpXq2. Let U be

an open neighborhood of e in FqpXq2. Now i´1
2 pUq is an open neighborhood of

xx´1 in M “
š2
i“0pX \ X´1qbi. Find an open neighborhood V1 of x such that

V1x
´1 Ď i´1

2 pUq. Find j such that yj P V1. Then i´1
2 pUq is an open neighborhood

of yjx
´1 in M and so we can find an open neighborhood V2 of x in X such that

yjV
´1
2 Ď i´1

2 pUq. Find k ą j such that yk P V2. Now yjy
´1
k P i´1

2 pUq and we have

i2pyjy
´1
k q “ yjy

´1
k P U . Thus B X U ‰ H.

To finish the proof, we will show that e is not a limit point of B in FqpY q2
by showing that B is closed in FqpY q2. It suffices to show i´1

2 pBq is closed in
š2
i“0pY \ Y ´1qbi. Notice that i´1

2 pBq “ tyjy
´1
k P Y b Y ´1 | k ą ju. For fixed

k, the set Fe,y´1
k
X i´1

2 pBq is finite and therefore closed. For fixed j, we have

Fyj ,e X i´1
2 pBq “ tyjy

´1
k | k ą ju which corresponds to the closed set tyk | k ą ju

in Y under the canonical homeomorphism Fyj ,e – Y . Thus Fyj ,eX i´1
2 pBq is closed

in Fyj ,e. We conclude that i´1
2 pBq is closed in

š2
i“0pY \ Y

´1qbi. �

By combining Theorem 1.1 with Proposition 6.1, we obtain the following char-
acterization.
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Theorem 6.2. Let X be a sequential Hausdorff space and Y Ď X. Then the
inclusion Y Ñ X induces an embedding FqpY q Ñ FqpXq of free quasitopological
groups if and only if Y is closed in X.

Example 6.3. Since ω “ t1, 2, 3, . . . u is not sequentially closed in its one-point
compactification ω ` 1 “ ω Y tωu, the discrete group Fqpωq does not topologically
embed onto its non-discrete image in Fqpω`1q. Similarly, Fqpp0, 1sq does not embed
onto its image in Fqpr0, 1sq.

We conclude by mentioning that, in addition to Problem 5.13, there remain
many interesting, unanswered questions. Some questions are analogues of well-
studied questions about free topological groups, which have been at least partially
resolved. For example: When is a quasitopological subgroupH ď FqpXq isomorphic
to a free quasitopological group? How does the dimension of X (in the sense of
ind or dim) relate to the dimension of FqpXq? Are there Tychonoff spaces X,Y
for which FM pXq – FM pY q and FqpXq fl FqpY q?
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